ICS313 Game Demonstrations

Wed, May 2, 2012, 3F Ham, 1:30 pm

FEATURING:

**Binary Blade** by Eduard G.

**Mickey Mouse in Wonderland** by Jung Bum L.

**Wizard's World Remix** by Erika N.

**Hostile Reptile, The Hostile Feeding** by Lan, Calvin, and Bryce

"It was alright I guess."
- Eduard Gamiao

"...don't...miss....this game."
- Anonymous

"...Game of Show 2012..."
- IBA

**Binary Blade** by Eduard Gamiao
Thank you very much.
Conrad Barski, The Author of Land of Lisp

It makes old Lisp programmers come back from the grave.
Steve Russell, Co-Developer of Lisp Programming Language

It "just jumped the shark" when it went to Lisp.
Phil Schiller, Apple Marketing SVP

Minnie Mouse has disappeared from Mickey Mouse Universe. Detective Casey has given you a mission to rescue Minnie Mouse from Doctor Einmarg and his creation, Mickey Mouse Black (also known as Black). Your favorite Disney characters will help you solve this mystery as you adventure Mickey Mouse Universe. Some of your favorite Disney characters hold clues and magical items to direct you to the Black's hideout. Don't let Doctor Einmarg and Black get away with Minnie Mouse. Unleash your supernatural magic by picking up a magic wand, a wizard's cape, a wizard's hat, and a book of magic spell. Cast a powerful magic spell with your magic wand or duck Black's evil spell with a wizard's cape. Rescue Minnie Mouse. Your fate is in your hand!

Mickey Mouse in Wonderland by Jung Bum Lee
Wizard's World Remix

Your brother is sick and dying. You must steal the magical elixir of life from the greedy wizard to save his life! But beware, his castle is full of surprises... make sure you're on the lookout for items to aid you on your mission!

Do you have what it takes?

Wizard's World Remix by Erika N.
HOSTILE REPTILE
THE HOSTILE FEEDING

Hostile Reptile, The Hostile Feeding by Lan, Calvin, and Bryce